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Heavy quark history

‣ Charm (1974) made SM consistent, cemented belief in QCD

‣ Bottom (1977), 3rd family, allowed for CKM mechanism

‣ Top, discovered by CDF and D0 in 1995. 

✓ Bizarrely heavy

✓ Completes the 3rd generation

‣ What will top’s contribution be?
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Top is everywhere...

‣ Tell-tale for new physics signals

• as its direct decay product

• indirect influence on its couplings

‣ Background to many signals, even to itself (tt for t)

‣ Calibration of detectors..
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*) by a non-linear expert

‣ This talk:  selection of top physics issues at ILC and LHC/Tevatron *)



Top in Standard Model: gauge sector
• Fields in representations of fundamental local symmetries       

• Spacetime derivatives are actually covariant ones

• Source of interactions with gauge fields

SU(3)color ! SU(2)isospin ! U(1)hypercharge

Dµ = !µ + igsG
a
µTa + ig!BµY + igW i

µTi

Generators of 
symmetry groups

tLD/tL + tRD/tR

‣ Left / righthanded top quark charges

✓ Hypercharge 1/6   /    2/3

✓ Weak isospin 1/2   /    0

✓ Both color triplets



Top in Standard Model: Yukawa sector

LY ukawa = yij
u Qi

L!2!!uj
R + yij

d Qi
L!dj

R + . . .

‣ Diagonalizing quark mass matrix causes flavor mixing

✓ Top can lose its personality



Top mass and Yukawa coupling

!(x) = ei!i(x)"i

!
0

v + h(x)

"Expand Higgs doublet around the true groundstate

yf [v + h(x)]!̄f!f = mf !̄f!f + yfh(x)!̄f!f

Same couplings that determine masses determine interactions

Higgs boson fieldAbsorbed by W±,Z boson



Standard Model top  

• coupling to W bosons mixes flavors, is left-handed

• coupling to gluons vectorlike

• coupling to Z parity violating

• coupling to Higgs of Yukawa type, strength 1

gs

!
T SU(3)

a

"ji
t̄j!µtiA

a
µ

g!
2
Vtq (t̄L!µqL)W+

µ

g

4 cos !w
t̄

!
(1! 8

3
sin2 !w)"µ ! "µ"5

"
t Zµ

yt ht̄t

• Top physics 

‣ Verify or falsify these, at the very least

‣ Requires many tools, and good data analyses

‣ LHC can do good, ILC can do fantastic job



Top is special because
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‣ it has lots of quantum numbers, couples to pretty much everything..

‣ ..through chiral, vector, scalar structures (SM)

‣ it has huge mass

‣ strong coupling to EWSB mechanism

‣ good for pQCD, no hadronization (mt > mW + mb)

‣ spin information preserved due to rapid decay

‣ it is trouble maker for SM (quadratic divergences...), enabler for MSSM, 
Little Higgs...



Top and SUSY

‣ Keeps MSSM alive via (top, stop) corrections on lightest Higgs mass

‣ Radiative EW symmetry breaking

‣ Many LHC SUSY signals involve top, or top mimics them

‣ Heavy Higgses may decay to top, can determine their CP properties
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Top and Little Higgs
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• Little Higgs models: Higgs is a pseudo-Goldstone boson, therefore light 

‣ Symmetries forbid one-loop Higgs mass term: solves little hierarchy problem

‣ ..which was caused, anyway, mostly by top loop corrections

‣ Little Higgs models cancel (top) quadratic divergences with similar particles of 
same spin (vectorlike top T e.g.)

Han, Logan, Wang
• Good number of models (gauge groups, T-parity), can be unraveled  

‣ measuring couplings in the top, T sector,  and mT  (cross section 0.01-100 fb)

‣ test vector character of  T

!1f

!
!1

f

u!c
3

t̃

!1f

!
!1
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u!c
3 t̃
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Top and extra dimensions
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• New particles, Kaluza Klein modes 

‣ Gluon KK modes show up as resonances in reaction gg →tt 

‣ Angular distributions of top decay leptons can distinguish scenarios



LHC:  T-factory

• Pairs: 8 MEvents/year  ( x 10)
• after 10 fb-1: 70K  lepton + jet events

• Single: 2 MEvents/year ( x 10)
• after 10 fb-1: 5K  events
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Top will immediately
be used for calibration 



ILC

‣ With 0.6 pb cross section, about 60K pairs after 100 fb^-1

‣ Decays as for LHC, but in much cleaner environment

‣ Precise characteristics

✓ Vary beam energy just around tt threshold

✓ Select phase space regions to capture “all of the top” (no underlying event 
etc)
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Top couplings

‣ The LHC can determine some of the SM top couplings to some accuracy, but 
ILC can often do much better
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‣ LHC:  from ttH, but early 
optimism (PYTHIA) was 
misplaced, background 
more pesky than thought

‣ ILC: sensitive via virtual 
(vertex) and real (ttH) 
Best: combination with 
LHC

‣ 6-10% after much data

Yukawa

‣ LHC:  not easy,

‣ ILC; from tt  to l+jets. E.g. 
charge = 0.67 +- 0.05

‣ ILC: polarizing beam will 
be useful

‣ LHC/Tevatron:  from 
single top production. 
Expect about 5% Vtb

‣ ILC: from below threshold 
tt production, extract 
width and g(Wtb) 
independently

‣ ILC: Vtb to 4%, or much 
better

ttγ, ttZ Wtb

Gay; Juste Grzadkowski, Hioki; Rindani



Top couplings, cont’d
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Expected bounds on axial t¯tZ and left–handed tbW couplings from direct LHC (olive) and
ILC (red) measurements; superimposed are predicted deviations from representative models

Batra, Tait



Top mass

‣ Electron mass “easy”: defined by pole in full propagator

✓ Scattering by external, physical electrons and photons, on-shell

✓ No real ambiguity what electron mass is

‣ Quarks are confined, physical on-shell quark does not exist

✓ Even perturbation theory “knows”: pole mass has factorial growth 
(renormalon)

✓ Leads to intrinsic non-perturbative ambiguity of few hundred MeV

‣ LHC: accuracy of 1 GeV possible  (like Tevatron). Claim ILC: 100 MeV 
accuracy 

✓ using short-distance masses, without ambiguity

Fleming, Hoang, Mantry, Stewart;
Beneke, Signer; Hoang
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Top threshold mass
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+ 

Quark-antiquark potential

Energy of tt pair (for Schrodinger eq)

Bad behavior cancels
between V and m(pole)

“Potential subtracted mass”

Various similar definitions exist

Beneke

Hoang, Teubner; Bigi et a;



Top threshold mass

‣ How to make use of that? Scan the tt threshold by varying beam energy

‣ Compare measured distribution with calculation using Schrodinger equation and 
appropiate short-distance mass

‣ Corrections large, need for NNNLO, using non-relativisitic effective field theory

18

Pole mass, bad Threshold mass, good
oang



Top threshold mass

‣ NNNLO necessary, since NNLO gave large corrections

‣ But other effects must be brought under control..
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Beneke, Kiyo, Fuller



Top jet mass, from factorization
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SOFT 

JET 

SOFT 

JET 

JET JET SOFT 

QCD 

Soft-Collinear-

Effective-Theory 

Heavy-Quark-

Effective-Theory 
Unstable-Particle-

Effective-Theory 

Fleming, Hoang, Mantry, 
Stewart;

Accurate top jet mass determination possible

Extract from jet event shapes



Top mass
now: 173.1 ± 1.3 GeV  (Tevatron)

‣ Measure via reconstruction of final state, or 
via cross section

‣ Relate mW, mt, mH  to constrain SM, MSSM

Heinemeyer, Weiglein

<1% !!
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Top mass use

‣ But with known Higgs mass, and 6 MeV m(W) accuracy, we only need 
1 GeV accuracy in top mass

✓ For Standard Model, we do not need 100 MeV accuracy

‣ But do need it to constrain BSM theories.
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NLO cross sections at hadron colliders
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d!pp!X

d3p1 . . . d3pn
=

!

a,b

"
dx1dx2fa(x1 , µF )fb(x2 , µF )

! !̂ab(pa + pb " pX , "s(µR), µR, µF ) +O
#

!2

Q2

$

1

Multi-differential hadronic NLO cross section
NLO PDF’s

Multi-differential partonlevel NLO cross section Power corrections.

Renormalization and Factorization scale

For NNLO, add “N” in all the right places..



Top pair production at NLO

‣ It was for many years the most difficult NLO calculation done

‣ Many techniques and results (integrals) useful for other calculations
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Beenakker, Kuijf, Smith, van Neerven, Meng, Schuler; Nason, Dawson, Ellis

Mangano, Nason, Ridolfi

(Single particle) inclusive

Fully differential: HVQMNR

‣ NNLO is making remarkable progress

‣ Real done.  Virtual via Mellin-Barnes techniques

Czakon, Mitov, Moch; Dittmaier, Uwer, Weinzierl



NLO bound state effects
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Hagiwara, Sumino, Yokoya Kiyo, Kuehn, Moch, 
Steinhauser, Uwer

Kuehn, Mirkes; Petrelli, Cacciari, 
Greco, Maltoni, Mangano

Would allow a conceptually
different top quark mass measurement

‣ In analogy to Linear Collider treatment, include threshold effects for 
Mtt distribution

‣ Consider production of tt pair in particular color state

‣ Two recent studies, including results from 

Possibly significant and
interesting aspect. Esp. LHC



A bit of threshold resummation
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Ô = 1 + !s(L2 + L + 1) + !2
s(L

4 + L3 + L2 + L + 1) + . . .

= exp

!

"""""#
Lg1(!sL)$ %& '

LL

+g2(!sL)

$ %& '
NLL

+!sg3(!sL) + . . .

(

)))))*
C(!s)$ %& '

constants

+ suppressed terms

✓ Logs L from soft/collinear gluons, can 
be summed to all orders

✓ Algebraic proof:  “eikonal” 
perturbation theory is exponent of 
“web” diagrams

✓ For Higgs/Drell-Yan inclusive cross 
section:

✓ A: Cusp anomalous dimension. D:  
known to 3rd order

✓ Similar for top, but D is a matrix in 
color space

!̂i(N) = C("s)! exp
! " 1
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dz
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=
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"
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dz
F (z)

w " z

pk(z) = $k($̃k̇ " z$̃ṅ)

pn(z) = ($n + z$k)$̃ṅ

pk(z) + pn(z) = pk + pn

An($1, $̃1̇, . . . ,$n, $̃ṅ), pµ!
µ
aȧ = $a$̃ȧ

Process Status
pp# tt̄ + jet
pp# V + 2 jets(b)
pp# Hbb̄
pp# HHH
pp# H + 2jets via gluon fusion
pp# H + 2, 3 jets via VBF

1

p2 + i%
"# "i2#&+(p2)

AQCD = A[1] +
nf

Nc
A[1/2]

A[1] = AN=4 " 4AN=1 + A[0], A[1/2] = AN=1 " A[0]

1

Sterman; Catani, Trentadue, Gatheral, Frenkel, Taylor, Bozzi, Grazzini, de Florian, Forte, Ridolfi, Vogelsang, 
Kidonakis,  Kulesza, EL, Magnea, Moch, Vogt,Vogt, Eynck, Ravindran, Becher, Neubert, Ji, Idilbi,...



Theoretical top cross sections
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Nadolsky, Lai, Cao, Huston, Pumplin, Stump, Tung, Yuan

✓ NLL resummed, with exact NLO

✓ Tevatron top near threshold, LHC not so 
much

✓ Since 2003 better PDF’s, new results in 
resummation

✓ CTEQ6.5, MRST2006-NNLO

✓ Time to update the inclusive top cross 
section, and its errors

✓ Vary μR, μF independently, conservatively

✓ No error combinations

✓ At LHC: scale uncertainty >> PDF 
uncertainty

✓ Tevatron:  10%  LHC: 10 % (NLO-NLL)

✓ Vary μR = μF 

✓ Linear error combinations

✓ Tevatron:  7%  LHC:  5% (NNLO-approx)

✓ Vary μR= μF 

✓ CTEQ6.6

✓ Use cross section as gluon probe, standard 
candle

Moch, Uwer

Cacciari, Frixione, Mangano, Nason, Ridolfi



Approximate NNLO cross section
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saturates the total cross section !(shad,mt2) to 95%. At Tevatron this happens at
!
smax " 600 GeV

as can be seen from Fig. 2. Thus, the total cross section is largely dominated by parton kinematics

in the range
!
ŝ " 2mt close to the threshold of the top-quark pair. This makes top-quark pair

production at Tevatron an ideal place to apply threshold resummation. At LHC energies in contrast,

the available phase space is larger and saturation to 95% is only reached at parton energies
!
smax"

1 TeV (see Fig. 1). This makes the cross section less sensitive to Sudakov logarithms, although

numerically a significant part still originates from the threshold region for parton kinematics due

to the steeply decreasing parton fluxes.

Further refinements of perturbative predictions for !pp#tt̄X in Eq. (1) do rely on subsequent

higher orders to be calculated. In particular, the knowledge about large logarithmic corrections

from regions of phase space near partonic threshold allows for improvements of the theoretical

accuracy beyond NLO in QCD. These Sudakov type corrections can be organized to all orders

by means of a threshold resummation (e.g. to NLL accuracy [7, 8]), which has been the basis for

phenomenological predictions employing a resummed cross section as defined in Ref. [8] (and also

used in Ref. [14]).

However, before updating the NLL resummed results of Ref. [8] let us briefly give some rele-

vant resummation formulae. It is well known that soft gluon resummation for tt̄-production relies

on a decomposition of the parton-level total cross-section in the color basis, conveniently defined

by color-singlet and color-octet final states. Then we can decompose

!̂i j#tt̄(ŝ,mt
2,µ2f ,µ

2
r ) = "

I=1,8

!̂i j, I(ŝ,mt
2,µ2f ,µ

2
r ) . (6)

Moreover, we use the standard definition of Mellin moments

!̂Ni j, I(mt
2,µ2f ,µ

2
r ) =

1
Z

0

d##N$1 !̂i j, I(#,mt
2,µ2f ,µ

2
r ) , (7)

with

# =
4mt

2

ŝ
. (8)

Then, the resummed Mellin-space cross sections (defined in the MS-scheme) for the individual

color structures of the scattering process are given by a single exponential (see e.g. Refs. [21,22]),

!̂Ni j, I(mt
2,µ2f ,µ

2
r )

!̂
(0),N
i j, I (mt2,µ2f ,µ

2
r )

= g0i j, I(mt
2,µ2f ,µ

2
r ) · exp

!

GN+1
i j, I (mt

2,µ2f ,µ
2
r )

"

+O (N$1 lnn N) , (9)

where !̂
(0),N
i j, I denotes the Born term and the exponents GNi j, I are commonly expressed as

GNi j I = lnN ·g1i j($)+g2i j, I($)+as g
3
i j, I($)+ . . . , (10)

where $ = %0as lnN and as = &s/(4'). To NLL accuracy the (universal) functions g1i j as well

as the functions g2i j, I are relevant in Eq. (10), of course, together with the appropriate matching

functions g0i j, I in Eq. (9). Explicit expressions can be found below.
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only scale uncertainty only pdf uncertainty total uncertainty

m min max ![%] min max ![%] min max ![%]

165 986 1222 11 1084 1110 2 974 1236 12

166 959 1189 11 1054 1080 2 947 1203 12

167 933 1156 11 1026 1050 2 921 1170 12

168 908 1125 11 998 1022 2 896 1138 12

169 883 1094 11 971 995 2 872 1108 12

170 860 1065 11 945 968 2 849 1078 12

171 837 1036 11 920 943 2 826 1049 12

172 815 1009 11 895 918 2 804 1021 12

173 793 982 11 872 894 2 783 994 12

174 773 956 11 849 870 2 763 968 12

175 753 931 11 827 848 2 743 943 12

176 733 907 11 805 826 2 723 918 12

177 714 883 11 784 805 2 705 895 12

178 696 860 11 764 784 2 686 872 12

179 678 838 11 744 764 2 669 849 12

180 661 817 11 725 745 2 652 828 12

Table 4: Same as in Tab. 3 using the MRST-2006 NNLO PDF set [24].

3 Prospects at NNLO in QCD

Let us now extend the theory predictions for heavy-quark hadro-production. We will focus on the

threshold region and improve soft gluon resummation to NNLL accuracy. Subsequently, we em-

ploy the resummed cross section to generate higher order perturbative corrections – more specifi-

cally an approximate NNLO cross section "NNLO (approx) which is exact to logarithmic accuracy

(including the Coulomb corrections). To that end, we briefly recall the steps leading to the final

form for GNi j, I in Eq. (10). In order to achieve NNLL accuracy the function g
3
i j, I is of particular

interest here.

The exponential GNi j, I in Eq. (9) is build up from universal radiative factors for the individual

color structures which take the form

GNqq̄/gg, I = GNDY/Higgs!!I,8G
N
QQ̄

, (12)

where the exponentiation of singlet contribution (i.e. a colorless massive final state) follows from

the Drell-Yan process and hadronic Higgs production in gluon fusion. The corresponding functions

GNDY and G
N
Higgs are very well-known [25–27]. The exponentiation of the color-octet contribution

receives an additional contribution GN
QQ̄
due to soft gluon emission from the heavy-quark pair in

the final state. The final-state system carries a total color charge given by the QQ̄ charge, thus its

contribution to soft radiation vanishes in the color-singlet channels regardless of the initial state

partons. Moreover soft emission from massive quarks does not lead to collinear logarithms and
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Moch, Uwer

Resummed cross section

Aybat, Dixon,Sterman
Mitov, Sterman, Sung

Exponent:

Remarkable: 
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Figure 9: The NNLO (approx) QCD prediction for the tt̄ total cross section at LHC as functions of mt
for

!
shad = 14 TeV (right). The solid line is the central value for µ= mt , the dashed lower and upper

lines correspond to µ= 2mt and µ= mt/2, respectively. The band denotes the total uncertainty that is
the uncertainty due to scale variations and the PDF uncertainty of the MRST-2006 NNLO set [24]. For

comparison the left plot shows the corresponding prediction at NLO accuracy using the PDF set CTEQ6.5

[23].

4 Conclusions

In this article we have summarized the present knowledge on theory predictions for tt̄-production

at Tevatron and LHC. We have taken some care to quantify the sensitivity of the total cross sec-

tion to soft gluon emission and large Sudakov type logarithms. As is well known, top-quark pair

production at Tevatron is largely dominated by parton kinematics close to threshold, thus approx-

imations based on soft gluon resummation should provide an excellent description. At LHC we

find that soft gluon emission near threshold is less dominant, but contributes still a numerically

sizable fraction to the total cross section. Thus, soft gluon effects in tt̄-production are still rather

prominent at LHC as well.

We have updated the NLL resummed cross section as defined in Ref. [8, 14] using modern

PDFs. Furthermore, we have extended the resummed predictions to NNLL accuracy and we have

derived approximate NNLO cross sections which are exact to all powers in ln# at two loops. To-
gether with the exact NNLO scale dependence (and including the two-loop Coulomb corrections)

our result for !NNLO (approx) represents the best present estimate for hadro-production of top-

quark pairs, both at Tevatron and LHC. We have found for the NNLL resummed cross section and

the finite order expansion good apparent convergence properties. Moreover, the stability of the

total cross section with respect to scale variations is much improved by our NNLO (approx) result.

In closing let us briefly comment on ideas to use top-quark pair production as an additional

calibration process for the parton luminosity at LHC [11]. This could become feasible because

the PDF dependence of tt̄-production at LHC is anti-correlated withW/Z-boson production (the
standard candle process at LHC, see e.g. [38, 39]) and correlated with Higgs boson production,

especially for larger Higgs masses. It has been noted however, that the NLO theory predictions

to the top-quark cross section are not accurate enough. We are confident that the NNLO (approx)

results of this present paper provide a step in the right direction by further constraining the theory
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Perhaps too small?

Other thresholds?

Czakon, Mitov
Improved

Moch, Uwer



Pair-invariant mass distribution

‣ Sensitive to many SM extensions decaying to top pairs

‣ Bottom-up approach, don’t assume full model

‣ Use MadEvent/Madgraph

‣ Study of (pseudo) scalar, vector, spin-2 resonances. Gives 
masses, widths, parity, spin. Interference matters.

29

Frederix, Maltoni



Boosted Tops

‣ Following ideas to tag Higgs and other Jets, can one efficiently tag 
high pt top jets?

• “Reverse engineer clustered fat jet”, find 3 subjects. 

✓ Reduce dijet backgrounds to ttbar resonances by factor 10K!!!!

• For two-body decay, use “z” asymmetry.  Challenging.

✓ For three-body decay, use special event shape instead of subclusters, or W 
constraint

• Use jet mass cuts, plus jet shapes

30

Thaler, Wang
Kaplan, Rehermann, Schwartz, Tweedie
Almeida,  Lee, Perez, Sung, Virzi

Butterworth et al



Higher order associated top production

‣ Much recent progress

‣ Electroweak corrections

‣ Associated production at NLO (3+ particles in final state at LO)

‣ tt + jet

‣ tt + Higgs

‣ tt + bb

‣ Monte Carlo descriptions, both parton-shower and matrix-
element based
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Beenakker, Dittmaier, Krämer, Plumper, Spira, Zerwas;
Dawson, Jackson, Orr, Reina, Wackeroth

Dittmaier, Uwer, Weinzierl

Bredenstein, Denner, Dittmaier,Pozzorini

Bernreuther, Brandenburg, Si, Uwer; Kuhn, Scharf, 
Uwer;  Maina, Moretti, Nolten, Ross



Top and Monte Carlo

• Tree-level, high multiplicity matrix elements, matched to parton showers

‣ Alpgen: tt  + ≤ 6 jets  (uses ALPHA algorithm, MLM matching, with spin) 

‣ MadEvent: tt + ≤ 3 jets  (uses helicity amps,  various matchings)

‣ CompHep: tt + ≤ 1 jets  (squared matrix elements, with spin)

• Next-leading order (includes virtual corrections), matched to parton showers

‣ MC@NLO: tt + ≤ 1 jet   (spin included)

‣ POWHEG: tt + ≤ 1 jet   

•

32



Matching NLO to PS
• Double counting dangers:

‣ emission from NLO and PS should be counted once

‣ virtual part of NLO and Sudakov form factor should not overlap

‣ some freedom in this:

✓ MC@NLO matches to HERWIG angular ordered showers. Uses FKS.

✓ POWHEG insists on having positive weights,  exponentiates complete real 
matrix element. Can use dipole method or FKS.

✓ MC@NLO has more processes built in for now. But it should be easier to 
do that for POWHEG. 
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Frixione, Webber; Nason

Nason; Frixione, Oleari

tt̄ production

Good agreement for all observables considered. There are sizable differences that can be

ascribed to different treatment of higher terms. But more investigation needed (different

scale choices, no truncated shower, different hard/soft radiation emission,. . . ).

Carlo Oleari Matching NLO Calculations with Parton Shower: the POsitive-Weight Hardest Emission Generator 21



MC@NLO and tt

‣ First process in MC@NLO with final state colored partons, multiple color flows

‣ Interpolates well between NLO  and parton showers

Frixione, Nason, Webber
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Top MC comparisons

35

• With MC descriptions of top physics so central, it is important to understand 
differences

‣ POWHEG (Nason; Oleari, Frixione  no negative weights, different showering) vs 
MC@NLO

‣ MC@NLO vs. ALPGEN for tt+jet

‣ Dip related to soft radiation in HERWIG



Single top at NLO

‣ Allows measurement of  Vtb per channel

‣ Infer the b-density

‣ Sensitive to FCNC’s (t-channel), or W’ resonances (s-channel)

s-channel: 
timelike W t-channel: 

spacelike W
Wt channel: real W

σ(NLO) s-channel [pb] t-channel [pb] Wt-channel [pb]

Tevatron 0.90 2.00 0.00

LHC 10.20 245.00 60.00

Harris,EL,Phaf,Sullivan, Weinzierl; Cao, Schwienhorst, Yuan; Zhu; Campbell, Ellis, Tramontano
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Campbell, Frederix, Maltoni, Tramontano



Vtb

• In SM constrained to be 0.9998 by unitarity

• E.g. if extra vector-like quark, or 4th generation,  Vtb > 0.8 - 0.9, 
depending on assumptions

• Directly measurable, 3 times, through single top production

• In practice: not so easy.  

• CDF/D0:  > 0.71/0.78 at 95% CL

• ILC expectation:  < 4 %

Alwall et al [Louvain]
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Batra, Tait



Single top in MC@NLO
Frixione, EL, Motylinski, Webber

• Adds MC@NLO benefits to this process, but also

‣ required extension of MC@NLO to final state jets

‣ simplified subtraction method

pT relative to jet axis in
hardest light jetNumber of jets

38

Single top in POWHEG:
Aioli, Nason, Oleari, Re



Top decay: spin

‣ Top self-analizes its spin: 100% correlation (αf = 1) of t-spin with l+-direction

‣ QCD corrections to αf  very small

‣ Worthy of verification (e.g. charged Higgs decay would lower αf)

‣ Powerful probe of spin quantum numbers of top, and any process that 
produced it (single top, resonance,..)

d ln!f

d cos !f
=

1
2
(1 + "f cos !f )

39



Spin correlations for single top in MC@NLO

40

‣ Top is produced polarized by EW interaction

‣ Angle of lepton with appropiate axis different per channel

Frixione, EL, Motylinski, Webber

Beam direction Hardest, non-b jet

Robust correlation, even in event generation

θ



 Wt meets tt..

41

• Serious interference with pair production (15 times bigger) 

‣ Previous: cut on invariant Wb invariant mass (Belyaev, Boos, Dudko), 
subtraction of resonant cross section (Tait)

‣ MCFM (Campbell, Tramontano)  Veto if  pT of 2nd hardest b (or B) is too hard;

‣ What can one do in event generation?

‣ Can one actually define Wt separately from tt?

Frixione, EL, Motylinski, Webber, White

+ non-resonant diagrams



Can we define  Wt  as a process?

42

• We also include pT veto.  Two approaches

‣ Remove resonant diagrams (DR) (- not gauge invariant)

‣ Constructed a gauge invariant, local counterterm. 
Diagram subtraction (DS)

‣ DS - DR is measure of interference

Momentum reshufling

When the NLO computation is then matched to parton showers according to the

MC@NLO prescription, the above equation must be modified by the subtraction of
MC counterterms. We can choose to absorb these in Ŝ!", because this is the only

piece that contains leading soft and collinear singularities. Thus the schematic form
of eq. (4.8) applies at both the NLO and MC@NLO levels. In this notation, the DR
cross section corresponds to:

d!(DR) = d!(2) +
!

!"

"
dx1dx2

2x1x2S
L!"Ŝ!"d"3 , (4.9)

i.e. there are now no terms I!" or D!", as all doubly resonant diagrams have been

removed from the amplitude. As mentioned previously, this cross section violates
gauge invariance; this issue will be discussed in sect. 5.2.

Starting from eq. (4.8), we also define the DS cross section. This amounts to

writing:

d!(DS) = d! ! d!subt , (4.10)

where d!subt is designed to remove numerically the doubly-resonant contribution.

This may be achieved locally by defining

d!subt =
!

!"

"
dx1dx2 L!" d!subt

!" ; (4.11)

d!subt
!" =

1

2s
#D!"d"3 , (4.12)

such that the quantity
D!" ! #D!" (4.13)

will vanish when M2
b̄W

" (k + k2)2 # m2
t . Note that D!" and #D!" themselves will,

in such a limit, either diverge, if !t = 0, or have a Breit-Wigner-like peak, if !t $= 0.
The DS cross section in eq. (4.10) can now be re-written in the same form as eq. (4.9):

d!(DS) = d!(2) +
!

!"

"
dx1dx2

2x1x2S
L!"

$
Ŝ!" + I!" + D!" ! #D!"

%
d"3 . (4.14)

One sees that the di"erence between the DR and DS cross sections has the form:

d!(DS) ! d!(DR) =
!

!"

"
dx1dx2

2x1x2S
L!"

$
I!" + D!" ! #D!"

%
d"3 , (4.15)

and thus is composed of a contribution from the interference term, and of the di"er-

ence between the subtraction term and the true doubly resonant contribution to the
NLO cross section.

Our aim is now to construct a gauge-invariant subtraction term, such that the
di"erence D!" ! #D!" is as close to zero as possible. Note also that requiring the

16

• Compare 

‣ Interference effects quite small

‣ Next question: can one isolate Wt?
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Can/should we isolate Wt?

43

White, Frixione, EL, Maltoni

‣ Answer subject to cuts

✓ Cuts to isolate Wt

✓ Cuts to isolate to suppress Wt and tt as background to H->WW

‣ Yes! Separation allows important NLO corrections for tt and for Wt
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Conclusions
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‣ For LHC and ILC, top is the new bottom, useful everywhere at 
once, plays a role in almost every activity at the Terascale

‣ Theory tools good, and keep remarkable pace of innovation

‣ Top will be central to collider physics programs in the next decades


